This study investigates the effect of the visibility of near and far letter distractors on target processing by scaling the size of the distractor letters to compensate for changes in resolution across the visual field. In Experiment 1, scaled and unscaled distractors were presented at varied stimulus onset asynchronies. Results showed that scaling the size of distractor letters in relation to their distance from the target was effective in producing strong compatibility effects. Scaled distractors presented prior to, or simultaneously with, the target were found to interfere with target processing whether they were near or far from the target. Experiment 2 used scaled distractors and varied the presentation location and the amount of time for processing prior to the presentation of the target. Compatibility effects were found to vary by location and by the exposure duration of the distractor. The finding of distance effects at far locations supports a space-based visual-attention mechanism with a wide attention beam (Steinman, Steinman, & Lehmkuhle, 1995).
and tested its effect on target detection at both near and far locations. Interference effects were found to be similar at both locations. Consistent interference effects at varied target-distractor distances were also observed in two cued-attention tasks that used circular stimulus configurations (Hagenaar & Van der Heijden, 1986; Yantis & Johnston, 1990 ). Yantis and Johnston manipulated the physical distance between the target and distractor by using stimulus circles with varying diameters. They found that incompatible distractors, positioned adjacent to a target letter, interfered regardless of their physical separation.
The finding of a distractor effect at far locations is consistent with a visual-attention mechanism that encompasses a wide attentional beam. Steinman, Steinman, and Lehmkuhle (1995) , while measuring a motion illusion, show an attentional field with an excitatory center at the cued location and an inhibitory surround covering the remaining area of the visual field. They propose that, when attending to a cued location, there is an enhanced sensitivity to a small area around the cue and an inhibitory region outside the area throughout the rest of the visual field. The central mechanism is an attentional beam that functions similarly to the zoom-lens model in that its size may vary with task requirements. However, the maximum size of the beam is set at 12-13 [degrees] of visual angle -much wider than traditional spotlight notions (Eriksen & St. James, 1986; Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980) . Because most attention studies limit their investigations to distance effects that are within a few degrees of visual angle, there are few data available to support the wide attentional beam. Steinman et al. (1995) encourage studies that investigate broader distance effects than typically used to test space-based models of attention. According to their theory, distractors located anywhere within the central attentional beam (an area that may be as large as 12 [degrees] of visual angle) could influence target processing.
The hypothesis that scaled distractors in the flanker task would interfere with target processing at both near and far locations was explored in two experiments. Distractor letters were scaled in size to compensate for the changes in resolution across the visual field and to maintain visibility. The values that are used to scale the stimuli are in inverse proportion to the striate-cortical-magnification factor. This technique, referred to as M-scaling, was developed from the cortical-magnification theory of peripheral vision, which proposes that stimuli presented at varied retinal locations can have equivalent visibility if their cortical representations are equivalent (Virsu, Nasanen, & Osmoviita, 1987; Virsu & Rovamo, 1979) . A recent study (Goolkasian, 1994) showed that M-scaled letters produce choice reaction times (RTs) that were independent of eccentricity. A manipulation check was made with the stimuli in this study to verify that the target and distractor letters were visible at each of the stimulus locations.
EXPERIMENT 1
Experiment 1 was a partial replication of the procedure used by Gathercole and Broadbent (1987) (-40, 0, and 40 msec) . To test the effect of distractor visibility, scaled distractors were compared to unscaled distractors at each location. Gathercole and Broadbent's finding of a spatial-location effect under simultaneous SOA was expected only when unscaled distractors were used. Scaling the size of the distractor in relationship to its distance from the target was expected to equate distractor visibility across retinal locations and eliminate effects that resulted from resolution differences.
As in Gathercole and Broadbent, target-distractor compatibility was varied and compatibility effects were measured by comparing RTs from the incompatible and compatible distractor conditions. Neutral distractor conditions, which used a nontarget letter as a distractor, measured whether the compatibility effect resulted from interference of the incompatible distractor and/or facilitation from the compatible distractor. Support for the present hypothesis would be obtained if, under the simultaneous condition, the compatibility effect was evident with scaled distractors positioned at near and far locations. However, scaling was not expected to affect target RTs under the other SOA conditions.
METHOD

Subjects
The subjects were 31 men and women from the University of North Carolina, Charlotte. They all reported normal (or corrected-to-normal) vision, no history of eye impairment, and participated to obtain credit points in a psychology class. Students in the two experiments were volunteers from the same subject pool, but different students were in each experiment.
Size scaling and spatial factors in visual attention.
Stimulus materials
The target and distractor letters were uppercase letters, produced from the Macintosh character set (Geneva font The target letter, either an A or B, was a 7-point letter centrally located on the screen. With the subject seated 30 cm from the screen, the visual angle subtended by the letter was .47 [degrees] in height x .23 [degrees] in width. Distractors flanked the target on both sides at a near or far distance. The center to center distances between the target and distractors were .88 [degrees] for the near distractors and 2.18 [degrees] for the far distractors. The unscaled distractor letters were the same size as the target letter, whereas the scaled-distractor letters varied in size as a function of location. Letter sizes were scaled such that the letter's width was always half the letter's height. Scale values were derived from the following formula (Virsu & Rovamo, 1979): M = 7.99(1 + .33E + [[.00007E.sup.3] ).sup.-1] where M is the cortical-magnification factor and E is eccentricity in degree of visual angle. The values of M calculated for the near and far locations are respectively 6.19 and 4.64. When letter sizes are scaled in proportion to a foveal value of 7.99, the near distractors are 1.29 times the target size and the far distractors are 1.72 times the target size. The near distractors were 9 points, whereas the far were 12 points. With the subject seated 30 cm from the screen, the visual angles subtended by the letter heights for near and far locations were respectively, .61 [degrees] and .82 [degrees] .
Distractors varied in compatibility with the target. In the compatible condition, the flanker letters were the same as the target (AAA or BBB), and in the incompatible condition they were the other target letter (ABA or BAB). In the neutral-similar condition, the flanker letters were nontarget letters that were similar in physical features to the target letter. For example, a round target letter was flanked by a round letter distractor (MAM, NAN, WAW, OBO, RBR, PBP) and in the neutral-dissimilar condition the flanker letters were nontarget letters that were dissimilar in physical features to the target (MBM, NBN, WBW, OAO, RAR, PAP).
The target and distractor letters were displayed on an Apple color high-resolution RGB 13-in monitor. The monitor used a P22 phosphor with a medium-short persistence. Stimulus presentation and data collection were controlled by SuperLab running on a Macintosh IIci computer. SuperLab-programming features such as instant switching and refresh-line synchronization were used to precisely coordinate the presentation of the stimuli and the recording of the RT. Accuracy and reliability of the display timing in Experiment 1 and 2 were verified with a photocell.
Procedure
Each trial consisted of three stimulus events. The trial began when five crosses arranged in a horizontal line were displayed on the screen for 500 msec, The crosses indicated the center target location and the near and far distractor locations. (The crosses were 12-point letters, and with the subject seated 30 cm from the screen, the visual angle subtended by each cross was .82 [degrees] in height.) Target and distractor letters followed. In the simultaneous SOA condition, the three letters appeared together, whereas in the asynchronous conditions, the distractors either preceded (-40 msec SOA) or followed the target (40 msec SOA). The target always appeared in the center and the two distractor letters were always the same. The target and distractor letters remained on the screen until the subject made a keypress response that identified the target. Reaction times measured the time between presentation of the target and the keypress response.
Subjects participated individually in a session of approximately 35 min. A chinrest was used to stabilize head movements and to maintain fixation on the center of the screen. The subjects were instructed to keep their eyes on the center letter and to identify the target as quickly as they could by pressing A or B on the keyboard. Each subject participated in a block of 30 practice trials, and then in two blocks of 288 trials each. The blocks represented the scaled and unscaled distractor conditions and were presented in counterbalanced order across subjects. Fifteen subjects had the scaled block first and the other 16 subjects had the unscaled block first. Within each block there was a random arrangement of the four distractor-compatibility conditions, the three SOA conditions, and the two distractor locations. There were 19 replications of each of the 48 experimental conditions.
RESULTS
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Means presented in Table 1 were computed from the correct RTs obtained from each subject across the 12 trials within each of the experimental conditions. Reaction times in excess of 1,500 msec (less than 1% of the responses) were not included in the analysis. Incorrect responses were also recorded and appear in Table 2 . A 2 x 3 x 4 x 2 repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used on the RT and error data to test for the effects of distractor size, SOA, target-distractor compatibility, and distractor location. The F tests that are reported include the Geisser-Greenhouse correction to protect against possible violation of the homogeneity assumption.
Reaction times
The ANOVA on the RTs showed significant main effects of SOA, F(2, 60) = 9.54, p = .001; distractor compatibility, F(3, 90) = 86.58, p = .0001; and distractor location, F(1, 60) = 58.06, p = .0001. Responses were quicker in all of the following conditions: (a) when the distractor followed the presentation of the target as compared to the other two SOA conditions (mean RTs for the -40-, 0-, and 40-SOA conditions are, respectively, 464, 460, and 450 msec); (b) when compatible distractors were compared to neutral, and neutral were compared to incompatible distractors (mean RT for the compatible, dissimilar, similar, and incompatible distractors are, respectively, 445, 454, 455, and 480 msec); and (c) when the distractor appeared at the far (as compared to the near) location. Post hoc tests at the .05 level were used to confirm the significance of each of these effects. Note. SOA = stimulus onset asynchrony; msec = milliseconds.
Although there was no main effect of distractor size, F [less than] 1, this variable did interact in two marginally significant two-way effects. The first was an effect of distractor size by SOA, F(2, 60) = 2.99, p = .06. Post hoc tests at the .05 level showed that when scaled distractors appeared 40 msec in advance of the target, RTs were longer than when unscaled distractors appeared. However, the distractor size effect was not apparent at the other SOAs. In the second effect, distractor size interacted with distractor compatibility, F(3,90) = 2.36, p = .09. Scaled distractors lengthened RTs only when they were incompatible with the target response (p [less than] .05); RTs in response to scaled and unscaled distractors were similar when compatible and neutral distractors appeared.
The only other significant effects were interactions of distractor compatibility and SOA, F(6, 180) = 18.56, p = .0001; and distractor compatibility and distractor location, F(3, 90) = 8.92, p = .0001. Post hoc tests showed that the first resulted from the fact that the interfering and facilitating effects of the distractor on target processing varied with SOA condition. When the distractor appeared in advance of (or simultaneous with) the target, then responses with compatible distractors were quicker than with neutral distractors and responses with neutral distractors were quicker than with incompatible distractors (ps [less than] .05). These differences were not apparent, however, when the distractor followed the target. The second interaction results from a stronger interference effect associated with near distractors. Both of these interaction effects were consistent with previous findings. None of the higher-order interactions were significant.
In order to test the main hypothesis of this experiment, however, it was necessary to make specific comparisons among a subset of these conditions. Such a comparison is presented in Figure 1 where RTs to compatible and incompatible distractors, located near to and far from the target, are compared under three SOA conditions. Of special interest were the findings from the simultaneous condition. The spatial-location effect was expected only with unscaled distractors. To test the predicted effect, a planned comparison was conducted with the data from the simultaneous SOA condition. This analysis showed a significant interaction of Distractor Size x Location x Compatibility, F(1, 30) = 5.23, p = .03. Figure 1a shows that, with unscaled stimuli, the results essentially replicate the findings of Gathercole and Broadbent (1987) . The very prominent compatibility effects that are present when the distractor appears in advance of the target are attenuated under the simultaneous-presentation conditions but only for the far distractors. For the 0-SOA condition, the compatibility effect at the near location is 53 msec, and this effect decreases to 23 msec when unscaled distractors appear at the far location. Moreover, the small compatibility effect at the far location can be explained by referring to the data for neutral distractors reported in Table 1 . The effect results from the facilitating effect of the compatible distractor (17 msec) rather than from the interfering effect of the incompatible distractor (6 msec). (The means for the similar/dissimilar neutral conditions are averaged for this comparison.) Figure 1c shows RTs when the distractors are scaled in size to maintain visibility. It is clear from these findings that the spatial-location effect is eliminated in the simultaneous-presentation condition. Under the simultaneous condition, strong compatibility effects are obtained at both near and far distractor locations -the size of the effects are respectively 47 and 43 msec. Enlarging the size of the far distractor (relative to its distance from the target) enhanced its interfering effect on target processing.
Errors
Figures 1b and 1d present the error data for the conditions of interest. When unscaled distractors are used and the distractors precede or are presented simultaneously with the target, errors represent 5% or less of the responses except when incompatible distractors are presented near the target. When the distractor size is scaled, however, an error rate in excess of 5% is found for both the near and far distractors that are incompatible with the target response.
The ANOVA on the error data showed the same main effects identified in the ANOVA on the RTs. Errors rose when the distractors appeared prior to the target, F(2, 60) = 26.84, p = .0001; when they were incompatible with the target response, F(3, 90) = 30.77, p = .0001; and when they were located near the target, F(1, 30) = 25.03, p = .0001. There were also a number of interactions effects. Stimulus onset asynchrony was found to interact with distractor compatibility and location, F(6, 180) = 2.53, p = .04; with distractor compatibility, F(6, 180) = 10.36, p = .0001; and location, F(2, 60) = 7.24, p = .003. Distractor compatibility interacted with location, F(3, 90) = 13.38, p = .0001; and with location and distractor 
Information Integrity size, F(3, 90) = 4.78, p = .007. These interaction effects resulted in large measure from the effects described previously.
DISCUSSION
The main finding is that scaled distractors were found to interfere with target processing when presented simultaneously with the target at either the near or far location. The scaled distractors that were incompatible with the target were found to increase both the response latency and the proportion of errors in similar ways at the near and far locations. As expected, the Gathercole and Broadbent (1987) finding of a difference in the interfering effect of an incompatible distractor as a function of near and far location was replicated only when unscaled distractors were used.
Although scaling the letter size had the anticipated effect on target processing when incompatible distractors were presented, it did not affect target discrimination when neutral distractors appeared. Neutral distractors that shared similar or dissimilar target features produced the same effects when both scaled and unscaled letters were tested. Also, physical similarity or dissimilarity with the target did not affect RTs.
When compared to the compatible and incompatible distractors, the neutral distractors provided an indication of the extent to which the compatibility effect resulted from interference and/or facilitation effects. The data in Table 1 show small facilitation effects associated with compatible distractors that do not vary with distractor size. So, whereas scaling the letter size of the incompatible distractor increased its visibility and produced more interference on target discrimination when it appeared at a far location, a similar effect was not apparent with the compatible distractors. Interference effects associated with the incompatible distractors were much more substantial and did vary with the distractor size, particularly in the far location. Also, distractor compatibility influenced target discrimination only when the distractors appeared prior to, or simultaneously with, the target.
It is interesting that the effects of scaling the distractor's size were quite subtle and only apparent with planned comparisons. In the general analysis of either the RTs or the error rate, there were no main effects and just a few interactions with this variable. When the effect of distractor size is compared to distractor compatibility, distractor location, and onset time, it does not have a major impact on target discrimination.
These findings suggest that, in part, the spatial-location effect obtained in previous work (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Gathercole & Broadbent, 1987) was due to visibility, differences rather than to the distractor's spatial location to the target. In order to study the effect of a distractor letter on target processing, it is important that letter size be scaled to maintain visibility when nonfoveal locations are used. These data are also consistent with other studies (e.g., Gatti & Egeth, 1978; Lavie, 1995) , which show that distractors that are presented at locations beyond a degree of visual angle can have an influence on target response.
The finding of a distractor effect at the far location provides some evidence for a visual-attention mechanism (Steinman et al., 1995) with a wide attentional beam. However, the findings also show that, even when scaled distractors are used, distractor location is an influential variable. To investigate the influence of spatial-location effects in more depth, Experiment 2 used scaled distractors at spatial locations more distant from the target than the locations tested in Experiment 1. Experiment 2 also tests whether the previous differences (Coyle, 1994) in the time course of processing information at near and far locations may have been due to differences in distractor visibility.
To verify that the distance effects obtained in Experiment 1 and 2 result from an attentional effect (and not visibility differences), a pilot study was conducted with an independent sample of participants drawn from the same subject pool as the other experiments. The visibility of an M-scaled target letter, presented together with a scaled neutral-distractor letter, was tested at locations from 0 to 5 [degrees] of visual angle. This task differed from the one used in Experiments 1 and 2 in several ways. Only one letter distractor was used, target location was cued in advance by a 50-msec bar marker, and the target-distractor locations varied on each trial. On half of the trials, the target appeared at the fixation point and the distractor appeared in the periphery; on the remaining trials, the distractor appeared at the fixation point and the target in the periphery. In all other respects, the procedure for the pilot study was similar to the procedure used in the other experiments. Table 3 presents the target latencies from this pilot study. Reaction times are consistent across the far-presentation locations. The small elevation in RT at the near location has been observed in other studies and is attributed to a context effect, due to the use of near-threshold-sized letters (Goolkasian, 1994) .
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EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 differed from Experiment 1 in that distractors appeared in advance of the target at varied ISIs. The procedure was a partial replication of Coyle (1994) . Compatible and incompatible distractors were presented for either 17 or 50 msec at near and far locations prior to the presentation of the target. The ISI between the offset of the distractor and the onset of the target was varied from 0 to 40 msec to measure the time course of processing the distractor at near and far locations. The procedure was the same as Coyle's except that fewer exposure durations and ISis were used, and the distractor's size was scaled relative to its location. Because scaled distractors equate the visibility of the letters presented at varied distances from the target (as demonstrated by the data in Table 3 ), any spatial-location effect resulting from differential visibility would be eliminated. Compatibility effects were expected at each of the distractor locations. Support for Coyle's hypothesis (that distractors are processed more slowly at further distances) would be found if the spatial-location effect was obtained when the distractor appears briefly (17 msec) together with a short ISI.
In addition to the near and far distractor locations used in Experiment 1, this experiment tested the viability of a wide attentional beam by including a third location that was even more distant from the target. Interference effects at the most distant location would conflict with space-based theories of attention that emphasize a spotlight (Posner et al., 1980) or zoom-lens model (Eriksen & St James, 1986 ), but they would be consistent with Steinman et al. (1995) and would provide evidence for distance effects at eccentricities beyond 1 [degrees] of visual angle. Recent studies (Coyle, 1994; Gathercole & Broadbent, 1987) have shown processing beyond the spotlight when the target and distractor are presented asynchronously; this study tests for location effects when distractor visibility is equated. Compatibility effects are expected at each of the distractor locations.
METHOD
The subjects were 40 male and female student volunteers. The stimulus materials were the same target and distractor letters used in Experiment 1; however, only compatible and incompatible distractors were used. The distractor locations were the near and far locations used previously and an additional distant location (Far2). The center-to-center distances between the target and distractors were .88, 2.18, and 3.38 [degrees] . The first two locations were similar to those tested by Coyle (1994) . The distractor letters were scaled in size relative to their distance from the target. The scaled sizes for the first two locations were the same as the previous study. The value of M for the Far2 location was 3.71, which resulted in a letter size that was 2.15 times the target size. A 15-point letter size was used at this location and, with the subject seated 30 cm from the screen, this letter was 1.02 [degrees] in height.
Each trial consisted of three stimulus events. The trial began when seven crosses arranged horizontally were displayed on the screen for 500 msec. The crosses indicated the target location and the possible distractor locations. This was followed by the two distractor letters at one of these locations -Near, Far, Far2. The distractor letters remained on the 
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Information Integrity screen for either 17 or 50 msec. The target letter, flanked by two crosses, followed at one of three ISIs (O, 20, or 40 msec). The two crosses provided a mask for the distractor letters; they were the same size as the distractor letters and appeared in the same location. On each trial, the target always appeared in the center, and the two distractor letters were always the same. The target letter remained on the screen until the subject made a keypress that identified the target. Reaction times measured the time between presentation of the target and the keypress response.
Subjects participated in a block of 30 practice trials and in a block of 432 experimental trials. Within the experimental trials, there was a random arrangement of two distractor compatibilities (compatible, incompatible), two exposure durations (17 and 50 msec), three ISIs (0, 20, and 40 msec) and three distractor locations (Near, Far, and Far2). There were 12 replications of 36 experimental conditions. In all other respects the method was the same as in Experiment 1. Table 4 presents the means computed from the correct RTs obtained from each subject across the 12 trials within each of the experimental conditions. Reaction times in excess of 1,500 msec (less than 1% of the responses) were not included. Incorrect responses are also provided in Table 5 . A 2 x 3 x 2 x 3 repeated-measures ANOVA was used on the RT and error data to test for the effects of exposure duration, distractor location, compatibility, and ISI. As in the previous experiment, the F tests that are reported include the Geisser-Greenhouse correction.
RESULTS
Reaction times
The analysis of the RTs showed that, when distractors are scaled in size to maintain their visibility, there is a strong effect of compatibility; that is, response-incompatible distractors interfere with target detection when compared to response-compatible distractors, F(1, 39) = 176.61, p = .0001. The compatibility effect varies as a function of location, F(2, 78) = 20.02, p = .0001; exposure duration, F(1, 39) = 15.12, p = .0004; and, in a three-way interaction, with exposure duration and location, F(2, 78) = 3.07, p = .05. Figures 2a and 2c show the interaction. Although the compatibility effect was present at all locations (ps [less than] .05), its size varied inversely with the target-distractor distance. Also the effect of distractor location on the compatibility effect was stronger when the distractor was presented for the longer of the two exposure durations. Note. ISI = interstimulus interval; msec = milliseconds.
Although there was a main effect of location, F(2, 78) = 15.48 p = .0001; and ISI, F(2, 78) = 6.43, p = .003, these variables were not found to interact with any of the other variables (except for the location x compatibility effect discussed previously). Mean RTs for the 0, 20, and 40 ISIs were 460, 457, and 453 msec. The RTs reported in Table 4 do not support the hypothesis that the spatial location effect results from slower processing of the distractor at peripheral locations. When the distractors appeared briefly, the compatibility effect was consistent across all ISI conditions. There was a main effect of ISI: The longer the interval between the offset of the distractor and the onset of the target, the quicker the target response. But this effect was not found to vary with any of the other variables. Note. ISI = interstimulus interval; msec = milliseconds.
Errors Table 5 presents the error data. There is a fairly large compatibility effect in that incompatible distractors resulted in more errors than compatible ones. The mean percent errors for the two conditions are respectively 5% versus 2%, F(1, 39) = 22.84, p = .0001. This effect varied with location, F(2, 78) = 4.34, p = .02; and, in a four-way interaction, with location, exposure duration, and ISI, F(4, 156) = 2.81, p = .04. Although it is difficult to explain such a complex effect, the data do show that, when incompatible distractors appeared briefly at the most distant location, the error rate varied as a function of ISI. The more time the subject had to process the distractor, the fewer the errors. Also, when the incompatible distractor appeared for a longer duration, those that were near the target produced more errors than those that were at far locations but only with an ISI of 0. With longer ISIs, location effects were not apparent. The ANOVA also showed a main effect of location, F(2, 78) = 5.73, p = .005. The percentage of errors dropped with increasing target-distractor distance. Means for the three locations in order of increasing distance are 4.1%, 3.5%, and 2.8%.
DISCUSSION
These findings show that, when distractor visibility is equated by scaling the letter size relative to its distance from the target, incompatible distractors are found to interfere with target processing. These findings are clear in showing a compatibility effect even at a distractor location that is 3 [degrees] away from the target. These results are consistent with previous studies (Coyle, 1994; Gathercole & Broadbent, 1987; Lavie, 1995) in showing processing beyond the spotlight. However, these findings do not support the hypothesis that the spatial-location effect is due to slower processing of distractors at more peripheral locations. Reactions times were not found to vary with the time for processing the distractor as suggested by Coyle. When distractor visibility is equated and the distractors appear briefly, response latencies are not affected by ISI. The only ISI effect was a small one on the error rate at the most distant location. Fewer errors were made with the longer-ISI interval when brief distractors appeared.
Interestingly, the findings from both experiments show a strong effect of distractor location even with the use of scaled letters. In Experiment 1, when distractors precede the target RT, error data from the scaled distractors show a larger compatibility effect for near distractors. Similarly, in Experiment 2, when only scaled distractors were used, the data show that the interference effects of the distractor vary with the target-distractor distance. Near distractors delay target responding and cause more errors when compared to more distant distractors. Figure 2 also show some interesting comparisons between the two far locations. The compatibility effect at the Far2 location is somewhat attenuated relative to the Far location; moreover, the effect results from a longer response to the compatible distractors. Compatible distractors presented at the Far2 location are responded to more slowly than compatible distractors at the other two locations.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The results of Experiments 1 and 2, when taken together, suggest that spatial location is an important variable in Size scaling and spatial factors in visual attention.
target-distractor processing. The closer the distractor, the stronger the compatibility effect. For this reason, these findings support space-based theories of attention. However, of the attention mechanisms that have been proposed, these results are more consistent with Steinman et al.'s (1995) broad attentional beam than with more traditional notions of a spotlight or zoom lens. Experiments 1 and 2 provide data from a flanker paradigm that show distractor compatibility effects are obtained 2 and 3 [degrees] away from the target. Distractors can be processed far beyond a 1 [degree] area around the target. Also, the data suggest some attenuation of the compatibility effect as the target-distractor distance widens. There is no evidence for a difference in the kind of processing that is going on at varied spatial locations, just a difference in efficiency of processing. Incompatible distractors seem to interfere more if they are near, and compatible distractors facilitate less if they are far from the target.
Exposure duration was also found to affect the size of the compatibility effect. As expected, the longer the distractor appeared prior to the presentation of the target, the stronger the compatibility effect.
Distractor visibility is an important variable in studies which investigate target-distractor processing. In order to evaluate the effect of spatial location, it is important to scale the size of the distractor letter in relationship to its distance from the target. The classical finding that distractors located within a degree of visual angle of a target interfere, whereas those at more distance locations do not, was found to be due to the visibility of the distractor letter. When letter size is scaled to equate distractor visibility, then distractor effects are obtained at near and far locations.
However, even with scaled letters, the spatial relationship between the target and distractor letters is an influential variable. Compatibility effects vary inversely with distance in a manner consistent with Steinman et al.'s (1995) visual-attention mechanism with an enlarged attentional beam. Follow-up studies are needed, however, to confirm the breadth of the enlarged beam. The experiments reported here add to the work of others (Gatti & Egeth, 1978; Lavie, 1995) in showing distance effects that are consistent with this account, but evidence of distance effects out to 12
[degrees] of visual angle are needed before the attentional metaphor of a wide beam can replace that of a spotlight.
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